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24me calls itself a ‘Smart
Personal Assistant’ and is a
really useful app to bring
together your calendar,
to-do list and notes into one
place, reminding you where
you need to be or what you
should be doing.

Louis Wins
Himself a
Tablet

In this issue

Did you enter our ‘Refer a Friend’ competition that we ran during
the month of May?
Lots of you did and we’re pleased to announce the winner (cue drum roll)...
The winner was ... Louis DeMarco of Jarrolds, and he won himself a fabulous
Samsung Galaxy Tab A Tablet & S Pen for referring one of his contacts to us.

There are a couple of features
that we really like. The first is that at
the end of the day you’ll have an
agenda sent to you for the next
day; and the second is that it rolls
over uncompleted
tasks to the next day.
Take a look at
www.twentyfour.me

Contact us
Printbox UK
016 03 397704
hello@printboxuk.com
www.printboxuk.com

...hmm,
I think we just
need to get
on with it...

Well done Louis – and thanks for entering the competition!
Keep an eye out for another completion coming later in the year.

Boom! - Kriss Akabusi
Those of us of a certain age remember him for being a member
of the British 4 x 400m relay team that won a silver medal at the
1984 Olympic Games in Los Angeles.
Some slightly younger perhaps
remember the gold medal in 1991 at
the World Championships, again in
the 4 x 400m relay (more of that in a
moment) or the TV appearances on
Record Breakers, The Big Breakfast or
Question of Sport. A couple of weeks
ago I had the opportunity to meet
Kriss Akabusi MBE after he’d spoken
at a conference I attended.

in his keynote was that World
Championships win of 1991. He
described how being prepared to
‘think differently’ gave the UK team
the advantage over the USA, when
by changing the conventional
approach of using the fastest runner,
(Roger Black) to run the last leg of
the race, they sent him out first. This
led to them winning the race.

Kriss is now a motivational speaker
and one of the points he covered

It got me thinking about the things I
could do differently…

The Union Building
51- 59 Rose Lane
Norwich NR1 1BY

Well, there’s been a couple
of exits from Europe in the last
couple of months; and the
England football team coming
home early from the Euros
wasn’t the surprising one!
But Brexit – well, I think that took us
all by surprise!
Even the looks on the faces of the
Brexit’eers, the ‘morning after the night
before’ was quite bizarre as it appears
they didn’t even believe they could do it.
And so we entered a period of
media panic and political turmoil
as David Cameron considered that
having lost the referendum, he could
no longer continue as Prime Minister.
As for the media, well they love a
drama, and so they were desperate
to find reasons as to why the UK was
recession bound (and why Sam
Allardyce should/shouldn’t be the
next England Manager).
But the fact is, we are where we are.
And that leaves us with two options;
accept it and move on or dwell on it
and forever wonder what might
have been.
I was leading our BNI meeting on
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the morning of the result coming
through and at the end of the
meeting I felt that I should pass
comment on what had unfolded
before and during our meeting.
Now being a ‘half glass full’ type
of person I looked at how I might
look to reassure our group that
everything would be okay – despite
media predictions of plagues of
locusts, economic armageddon and
financial meltdown, and likened Brexit
to any other relationship breakdown.
(I know something about this having
two failed marriages behind me!)
In the initial stages of any relationship
split there’s excitement and sadness,
depending on your role in the
breakup. But that initial relief of exiting
the relationship is soon replaced with
an “oh ‘eck – what have I done?”;
cash becomes tight and the selfquestioning begins. But it’s not long
before that’s all forgotten and you
look back and think “wow, why didn’t
I do this years ago!”

What you’ve
said
“When launching a
new product, you want
EVERYTHING to be perfect.

It’s done, we’re told Brexit is Brexit, so
best we look forward and get on with it!

I’ve worked with Paul for many
years (I co-founded a design/
advertising agency in Norwich
and Paul handled all my print then),
and he’s someone I trust implicitly.
From paper stocks to the final
weight of the magazine for postage
costs, Paul advised throughout and
was a massive influence on the
quality of the magazine.”

Have a good month.

Lee Nash – Glory Magazine

Paul
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KP and the WRC

Interchangeable
Roller Banner
Graphics
Roller Banners have been very
popular for a few years now;
they’re a cost effective way
to create a backdrop for a
presentation or exhibition and
come in a wide range of sizes
up to 2m wide.
But if you wanted to vary your
message at different events you’ve
had to order two or three different
Roller Banners.

It only takes
30 seconds to
change a cassette
At other times, when a graphic
becomes obsolete, we’re asked if we
can replace the graphic of an existing
unit. Due to the costs involved of

returning the units to us and
the refitting of a new graphic,
a complete new unit is
often the cheapest option.
But a new addition to our
range, the Merlin Cassette
Roller Banner – with its
interchangeable graphic
cassettes – changes this.
What we like about these
units is that it allows you
to easily swap graphics;
meaning once you’ve
bought your base unit
you can order additional/
replacement graphic
cassettes and these can
be simply inserted into the
existing base unit.

I caught up with Kevin Piper
of Kevin Piper Media, recently.
We’re long term friends and
have worked together on a
number of occasions in that
time, producing DVD sleeves
and brochures amongst
other things.
Kevin joined Anglia Television in
1987 as a sports journalist, later
becoming head of sport. He
was then a presenter on Anglia
Tonight and was instrumental in
securing Anglia’s involvement in the
production of ITV’s award-winning
coverage of Formula 1.
As well as being the main face of
ITV Anglia’s sports programmes for
many years, he also produced a
number of acclaimed network and
regional documentaries on high
profile sports personalities such as
Eddie Jordan, Murray Walker and
Barry Fry. He even had a cameo role
on the silver screen in the film, Mike
Bassett – England Manager.
I asked Kevin to bring me up to date
with life at Kevin Piper Media.
“Much of my time these days is
spent chasing racing cars around
the world. When I say ‘racing’ I

If you like your motorsport served
raw, spectacular and unpredictable,
featuring the top drivers on the
planet being pushed to the very
edge – and very often over – I
thoroughly recommend the WRC.
It’s a brilliant series, lacking the profile
of Formula 1, for sure, but producing
superb action every time. You can
catch it on Channel 5 or BT Sport,
usually on a Monday after a round
of the championship.
As I write we’re preparing for the
first tarmac test of the season, Rally
Germany, set in the stunning Moselle
Valley, famous for its exquisite wines,
of course. Mind you, a fair proportion
of the crop is routinely wiped out by
wayward rally cars. You’ve got to see
it to appreciate it …”
The World Rally is only part of the
story at KPM... so I asked Kevin what
other projects he was involved in.
“While I’m never far away from TV or

Do you have a technical question
that you need answering?
Do you have a great idea but
are struggling to source it?
Well if that’s the case you “best ask
Paul” by email at ask@bestaskpaul.com
“We would like to use spot UV on
our business cards – what is the
best way to set up our files? ”
It’s important that the spot UV area
is clearly defined so we recommend
creating a new layer called ‘Spot
UV’ and indicating where you’d like
it, using 100% Magenta to highlight
the area. Alternatively, you can
duplicate the page that is to have
spot UV, delete everything on that
page other than that which is to
be varnished, and again colour it
100% Magenta.
Louisa – King’s Lynn
sport (old habits…) as a company
we’re also busy working with clients
on a range of production and media
related topics. It’s been a busy year
on the media training front, for instance,
working closely with some key local
organisations.
We’re also looking forward to the
annual Norfolk Police Safer Community
Awards, aka the NOSCAs, which we’ve
co-produced since their inception
nine years ago. It’s a tremendous
event, whereby unsung heroes of local
communities are rightly recognised.
The awards will once again be held in
October, by which time KPM will be in
new offices near the centre of Norwich”

If you need to send out a
different message at different
times/events, you can
order multiple cassettes
and swap them over
as you like.
The Merlin Cassette Roller
Banners come in widths of
850mm and 1000mm.

mean ‘rally’ to be more precise, as in
producing TV coverage for the World
Rally Championship. We’re now into
the second half of the season, which
will take us to Germany, Spain and
Corsica, via China, then Wales for
Rally GB ahead of the finale on the
coast of eastern Australia.

Best ask Paul...

Nice one KP – fun times ahead!
If you would like more information
on corporate video production or
PR/media training, email Kevin at
kp@kevinpipermedia.com

Rally Germany 2015

Watch the highlights from
last month’s Rally Finland.

